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Engineers and designers looking for perspective on developing
and bringing IoT designs to market were given a grand opportunity
to expand their bandwidth while attending the Driving Dreams conference at the University of Toronto Mississauga (UTM) last month.
Co-hosted by the Research Innovation and Commercialization
(RIC) Centre, Arrow Electronics and on-campus accelerator ICUBE,
the gathering emphasized the importance of making connections
within the tech community. Attended by industry professionals,
C-suite executives, government representatives, small businesses
and technology entrepreneurs, the collaboration of talented
minds showcased pivotal technology on the Internet of Things
(IoT), artificial intelligence (AI) and big data.
The day-long event included keynotes and panel discussions,
one of which expounded on considerations to be made by start-ups
or existing OEM’s in these emerging sectors.
“When it comes to creating in this (IoT) space it is absolutely
crucial to partner, partner and partner,” says Greg Dashwood,
product lead IoT & advanced analytics at Microsoft Canada. “If
we look at the overall complexity of an IoT solution from devices,
connectivity, the Cloud and analytics - there are very few organizations that are going to be able to touch all of those pieces. So, if
you don’t partner with companies that have skill sets and strength

Watch related video: https://youtu.be/AQjIF1TJolU
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in those spaces, you are going to have some challenges getting up
to speed and getting to market with impact.”
Mohammad Ahmad, senior manager at TE Connectivity believes
that it is paramount to have customer engagement at every level
of product development.
“What we need to figure out is what our customer needs are, what
value we bring to the customer, and their customers. Not all of the
parts and/or ingredients of any IoT solution can be provided by one
company. This is why it is paramount to partner,” Ahmad says.
The next wave of IoT products that is being created must be
compelling in order to survive, according to Andrew Hunter, director of marketing at Cypress Semiconductor. As a rule, smart IoT
devices collect data, which is sent to the Cloud and are ‘crunched’
and returned, reasons Hunter.
“Sending masses of data up to the Cloud without any filtering
is going to cost you for the lifetime of the product. So you can
throw away 90% of that data until something compelling happens
- which you recognize your smart device needs to know about.”
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Newark president adapts to better
compete with disty disruptors
Traditional broadline distributor makes adjustments in
customer service and digital experience over
new B2B e-Com players
When it comes to doing battle with so-called disruptors in
the supply chain space of the electronics industry, Newark
president Dan Hill takes a proactive approach to competing.
“We look at disruptors, like Amazon, as an opportunity to
baseline what we can do even better with our own digital
experience,” says Hill, who joined the firm in January of 2016.
“We’ve improved our product pages by adding rich content like
videos and 360 degree photos, plus we have degreed engineers
Dan Hill, president,
Newark
for live web chat to help customers find the right products.
This is how we respond to the disruption.”
Encroachment by non-traditional players in the electronics supply chain streams was a
hot topic at this spring’s EDS Show in Las Vegas. Leading the way in this regard is e-commerce behemoth Amazon, which launched a business-to-business (B2B) division in 2015.
Amazon’s progress could be worrisome for electronics distributors in the traditional space.
“Our business is really omni-channel in the way that we interact with our customers,”
Hill says. “Amazon cannot be all things to all people. Where Newark stands out among
the rest is that we have over 100 outside account managers that are actively interfacing
with customers every single day. And, we have a certain knowledge base that we bring
to that party, and we think that
there is value in expertise. As a
“When compared to the disruptor
great example, last year we kickedup our attack on stockrooms – as
model, you will not call Amazon or
many OEM/Industrial customers still
E-Bay and get a live body to answer
want vendor partners to come in
your query. In the end, it does cost us
and review the stock and inventory
positions, as well as commodity
more money to do this, but, if you are
items.“
going to tackle your disruptor
At present, Newark manages
more than 80 stockrooms across
head-on, you have find out what
the Americas (including MX/Latam
you are good at and try to expand.”
and Canada). The disty expects to
add 30 more to that number this
year, according to Hill.
“Simply put, that is not an area that Amazon can’t participate in,” he adds. Hill underscores how doing business with a traditional player ensconced in the electronics supply
arena for more than 80 years comes with a deep understanding of the life cycle within
the supply chain model – i.e. where the product actually comes from.

We are able to be very prescriptive with our customers
“We are able to be very prescriptive with our customers and assure them where the
product comes from. We can show them a train or trail validating where the product
originates from. Some of these third party references on the disruptor side cannot provide
that level of security to the customer,” states Hill.
Hill took purposeful steps in improving Newark’s customer care, increasing the number
of outside field reps, as well as customer service representatives at the centralized call
center, plus re-training all 300 members of its sales team.
“When compared to the disruptor model, you will not call Amazon or E-Bay and get a
live body to answer your query. In the end, it does cost us more money to do this, but,
if you are going to tackle your disruptor head-on, you have find out what you are good
at and try to expand,” Hill explains. “The disruptor has brought a certain purchasing
experience in our homes to the marketplace that drives us to provide a better experience in the work place.”
In an effort to provide its customers with more detail on the products it sources
from Newark, the disty enriched its online content on over 1-millon products by adding
features & benefits product content, peer reviews, multiple 360-imaging photos, and
customized video content. Over the last twelve months Premier Farnell, Newark’s parent
company, has driven over 1-billion impressions to its websites globally, representing a
significant increase over what it has been in the past.
“Part of my goal when I came on-board a year-and-a-half ago was to move the business to become more digitalized. We have seen more business move to the web, and as
a response we are driving more organic SEO so that our customers can search and find
product content much easier,” Hill says. “Customers need to conduct a proper price comparison. Amazon’s price might be this – but, we deliver an unmatched level of service
along with the end product.”

Gap Wireless opens distribution warehouse
in Calgary
Gap Wireless, Mississauga ON, a leading
distributor of products and services for the
mobile broadband and wireless markets, has
opened an 8,000-square-foot warehouse in
Calgary to support its distribution business
in Western Canada.
The warehouse, located in close proximity
to the Calgary airport, stocks the full range
of Gap Wireless partner vendor products including mobile wireless carrier infrastructure solutions, Test & Measurement equipment, fiber/Ethernet/datacom solutions, and
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (drones).

ROB_pg2-4_Aug17.indd 3

Developments in IoT, AI, Big Data
showcased at tech conference
Driving Dreams Conference at UTM is co-hosted by RIC Centre,
Arrow Electronics and ICUBE
A conference focused on highlighting the
importance of connections, academia and the
tech community seeking solutions to change
the world was held last week at the University
of Toronto Mississauga (UTM).
The
Research
Innovation
and
Commercialization (RIC) Centre partnered
with Arrow Electronics to host the Driving
Dreams Conference, with support from ICUBE,
the UTM on-campus accelerator. Driving Dreams
was attended by industry professionals, C-suite
executives, government representatives, small
Sam Schmidt, a former Indy race car
businesses and technology entrepreneurs.
driver and quadriplegic partnered with
Driving Dreams was the first collaboraArrow Electronics to build SAM (SemiAutonomous Motorcar) that’s allowed
tion, showcasing pivotal technology in the
him to get on the track once more.
Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence
(AI), and big data space. The conference featured many amazing keynote speakers such as Scott Kennedy, principal lead for IoT at
Rogers and panelists including Greg Dashwood, product lead IoT & advanced analytics
at Microsoft; and Marcellino Gemelli, director of global business development at Bosch.
In the first keynote, Scott Kennedy talked about IoT and its relevance in business
today. He mentioned how Fortune 500 companies fail because they aren’t jumping at
the chance to implement IoT solutions in their business. Scott encouraged companies
to enhance the IoT conversation and get a better understanding of the problems their
customers are facing.

Implement personalized IoT solutions
“Technology is the enablement. You need to emotionally connect with your clients
and understand their end-to-end supply chain, to understand what their problem is. Only
then will you be able to successfully implement personalized IoT solutions that your clients will adopt,” says Scott Kennedy, principal lead for IoT Rogers Professional Services.
One of the panels discussed growing trends in AI, big data, sensors and IoT and
involved speakers such as Mohammad Ahmad, senior manager at TE Connectivity, Andrew
Hunter, senior director of marketing at Cypress, and Rob Martinez the sales development
manager at Intel.
Driving Dreams was also a platform to launch the hackABILITY hackathon hosted
by RIC, Arrow Electronics and ICUBE and inspired by Sam Schmidt, a former Indy race
car driver and quadriplegic. Thanks to IoT advancements, Sam partnered with Arrow
Electronics to build the SAM (Semi-Autonomous Motorcar) that’s allowed him to get on
the track once more, just by tilting his head. The SAM car was showcased at the conference, to give attendees a better look at what technology solutions were used.
“hackABILITY takes the ‘dis’ out of disability. When you deal with people who have
disabilities and you help them to be independent, it changes their situation forever—It
empowers them,” says Schmidt.
The motivation behind the hackathon is to raise awareness about opportunities in
these fast-emerging areas of technology. hackABILITY also aims to facilitate rapid prototyping of devices that may be considered for further development and commercialization.
The evolution of technology continues to push boundaries and encourages new ways of
putting things together and hackABIITY is the place to showcase inventions that can
change lives.

Keystone rolls out ‘Part Builder’ system online
Keystone Electronics Corp. has introduced a userfriendly, interactive ‘Part Builder’ system to its
homepage that enables viewers to quickly and easily
identify requirements from a vast selection of standoffs, spacers and handle parts.
The new feature found at www.keyelco.com, allows
visitors to select from a variety of product attributes
(length, O.D., thread size, material, etc.) to locate
specific part numbers and/or specifications and immediately elect to submit selected requirements for sampling or quotation. Keystone products are represented
in Canada by EMX Enterprises Ltd., Richmond Hill ON.

IBM opens innovation space to support biz dev
IBM and ventureLAB recently unveiled the IBM Innovation Space – Markham Convergence
Centre, an enterprise-led innovation hub in Ontario. Located at the IBM Canada headquarters in Markham ON, the space brings together developers, startups, entrepreneurs,
funding agencies, researchers and experts and mentors from IBM and ventureLAB in one
collaborative space to help companies scale up development faster and drive economic
growth in York Region and the Greater Toronto Area.
The hub is part of the IBM Innovation Incubator Project, a $54-million initiative of the
Province of Ontario, IBM, and Ontario Centres of Excellence (OCE) to help propel ‘made in
Ontario’ innovation by rapidly accelerating commercialization.
The IBM Innovation Space – Markham Convergence Centre enables ventures at all
stages of their business lifecycle to excel and grow through technology innovation by
providing easy access to the latest IBM technologies, including leading cloud and cognitive solutions.
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Inrush current limiting
techniques and solutions
By Sonja Brown, director of product marketing – Piezo and Protection Devices, EPCOS, a TDK Group Company

Thermistors are often the solution of
choice for detecting temperature limits. With NTC (negative temperature
coefficient) thermistors, the resistance
decreases with increasing temperature.
In PTC (positive temperature coefficient)
thermistors, resistance increases as temperature increases. When a specific temperature is exceeded, PTC thermistors
show a sharp rise in resistance, making
them suitable as temperature limit sensors. NTC thermistors, on the other hand,
exhibit greater linearity and are therefore
suitable for temperature measurement.
As a result, NTC thermistors are not
always the ideal solution to be used as
inrush current limiters (ICLs) - especially
in power supplies. Thanks to their characteristic resistance curve, PTC thermistors
have multiple uses in both thermal monitoring and as current limiters.
When there is demanding temperature
and power conditions, PTC thermistors
offer more consistent and reliable protection against inrush current surges and
short circuits, while providing accurate
temperature control and measurement.
When electrical equipment, inverters
or power supplies are activated and
turned on, high currents are encountered
and spikes in electrical currents are possible. Disproportionate inrush currents
can damage and destroy power supply
components including rectifiers, fuses
and other components that receive electrical current from that power supply. As
a result, protection measures are needed
to safeguard against such issues.
Most engineers normally take one of
two approaches to limit this issue. First,
they may utilize an inrush current limiting
protection device (passive ICL circuit).
Second, they may employ the use of an
active bypass circuit that activates after
any inrush current peak wanes (active
ICL circuit). The decision of deciding
which current limiting method should be
employed depends on variables including power rating, the frequency at which
the equipment is likely to be exposed to
inrush currents, the operating temperature
range and system cost requirements.

of a fixed resistance would
significantly weaken overall
efficiency in power supplies
with higher power ratings.
As a result, NTC thermistors
have become the standard ICL
solution where passive current limitation is needed up to
approximately 500 watts.
Because NTC thermistors are
high ohmic when cold and low
ohmic when hot, the high initial resistance of the NTC ICL
absorbs peak inrush currents
when in a cold state. However,
the resistance of the ICL then
drops to a few percent of its value at
room temperature which reduces the
power consumption of the inrush current
limiter in continuous operation. This is
why NTC ICLs may be left in the circuit
after the capacitor is fully charged.
Once the power rating approaches 500
watts passive circuit solutions become
less effective and their weaknesses manifest themselves more clearly. Considering
that the design of power supplies increasingly focuses on eliminating power losses
wherever possible, passive ICLs are not
the ideal solution in these applications.
This is because they are always in series
with the load and as a result cause too
much power loss. The higher the power
rating of the device and the longer its
typical run time, the more substantial
parasitic power losses occur.
As an example, an NTC ICL may generate a power loss of one percent of the
total power of the device. If the power
supply has a 92 percent efficiency rating,
then 12.5 percent of the power losses are
a direct result of the NTC ICL.

Using PTC thermistors
for inrush current
limiting
As mentioned, PTC thermistors can perform better as
ICLs in many applications.
For example, the resistance of a NTC ICL depends
on the ambient temperature
at the time it begins to
receive power. When the
ambient temperature is low,
the NTC thermistor’s resistance is high resulting in
longer charging times due to lower charging currents. In the reverse, higher ambient temperatures cause the NTC ICL to be
in a low ohmic state which limits its ability to suppress inrush currents. Because
of this temperature dependency, it may be
problematic to use NTC ICLs in applications
with a wide operating temperature range
caused by the sun, friction or some other
factor affecting ambient temperature.
In addition a NTC ICL must completely
cool down before it can limit the charging

current again. The typical cool-down time
for a NTC thermistor is between 30 and
120 seconds after it stops receiving power,
but is also affected by ambient temperature and mounting method. In many applications, the cooling period is fast enough,
but inrush current limitation is required
before the NTC has cooled down enough
to work. This is the case in applications
where a quick active discharge of the dc
link capacitor is possible, for example,
in inverter-driven home appliances such
as modern washing machines and dryers.
The necessary cool-down time can also be
critical after short power outages.
As a result, active inrush current limitation designs must take into account all
possible situations where an inrush surge
may transpire while the NTC ICL is in a
low ohmic state.
Alternatively, PTC thermistors offer an
effective inrush current limiting solution.
Under typical operating conditions, a PTC
ICL functions as an ohmic resistor.
When the system begins to receive
continued on page 8

Active inrush current limiting

In applications where the power levels
exceed 500 watts, bypassing the ICL using
relays or triacs once the inrush current
peak has decayed is the standard method.
In such applications, the active inrush current limitation circuit can employ a power
resistor such as a NTC thermistor or a PTC
thermistor as the ICL component depending on various requirements. For example,
Passive inrush current limiting
PTC thermistors are typically used in
the on-board chargers of plug-in vehicles
Passive ICLs have several limitations
(both pure electrical and hybrid) where
– especially in very small power suppower ratings are only a few kilowatts.
plies with low power ratings of just a
While the benefits of active inrush curfew watts. The simplest solution in this
rent limiting have the most advantages
case is to add an ohmic resistor in series
in applications with power ratings higher
with the load, however, the power loss
than 500 watts, active
inrush current limiting
may be needed to help
improve performance
for applications with
lower power levels. The
most significant consideration is if the cost
is worth the outcome.
For example, although
the overall system cost
for active inrush current
limitation may be slightly higher than without,
the reduced power losses
may allow for the use of
a less-expensive switch
Inrush current limitation is needed to prevent the current
or other components
from exceeding the critical level and either blowing fuses or
because of the lower
destroying the rectifier.
power rating.
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-3
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Making the switch to lithium-ion

Is it right for your product?
By Chris Botting, manager of research, Delta-Q Technologies

If the Olympic athlete’s motto is ‘faster,
higher, stronger,’ then the product designer’s motto might be ‘smaller, lighter,
cheaper.’
When designing power equipment,
machines and vehicles, the power source
is often the bottleneck for size, weight,
and cost, as well as for run time and
reliability. In particular, fossil-fueled
engines provide high-power density
and quick refueling, but its maintenance, noise, and environmental impacts
have increasingly become unacceptable
to modern users. Electric motors solve
many of these issues, though historically
have inconvenient extension cords or are
weighed down by large lead acid batteries. The ideal solution would be cordless,
zero emission, light, powerful, and able
refuel rapidly. Look no further than the
cellphone in your pocket, I present the
lithium-ion battery.
Over the past three decades, lithiumion batteries have conquered cameras,
laptops, and power tools. As lithium-ion
prices continue to drop, the solution is
poised to take over other markets including electric drive vehicles, lawn mowers,
golf carts, and forklifts. Many original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and
distributors are looking to lithium-ion
batteries as a significant and disruptive
alternative to traditional lead acid batteries. Lithium-ion can play a dramatic
role in improving run times, reducing
maintenance and operating costs, as
well as providing a lighter weight, higher
power, faster charge times, zero maintenance and longer life solution. However,
the solution is not right for every application and can present unique challenges
such as cost, complexity, and safety.
As OEMs and distributors investigate
the move towards lithium batteries, a
more thorough understanding of lithiumion batteries and their integration with
battery management systems (BMS), and
charging solutions, will help them determine if it is the right solution for their
industrial applications.

Potential challenges when
converting to-ion

commercialized in the 1990s, the technology has rapidly evolved and improved;
spawning many different sub-chemistries,
shapes, and sizes. Like lead acid, lithiumion batteries are constructed of pairs of
electrodes, but these are typically thin
films of graphite (negative electrode) and
metal oxides (positive electrode) pasted
on copper and aluminum foils, insulated
from each other by a thin plastic separator, and stacked or wound. Lithium-ion
batteries are always sealed, whether in
rigid metal or flexible plastic cell packaging, which prevents leaking, corrosion,
and or maintenance.
Lead acid batteries are straightforward
to manufacture, thought main concerns
lie in preventing lead contamination.
Whereas manufacturing lithium-ion batteries is similar to semiconductor fabrication, in that it requires clean rooms
with tight control of air contaminants
and humidity, material purity, tolerances
and cleanliness. World class manufacturing quality control and automation is
required, which increases capital costs.

Lead acid vs. Lithium-ion

The lead acid battery was invented over
150 years ago, and the basic technology
and construction has not changed significantly. The batteries consist of pairs
of positive and negative electrodes – typically flat lead grids or plates pasted with
lead oxide – insulated from each other by
plastic or rubber sheets called separators,
and are stacked side by side in a plastic
case. The plates are immersed in an electrolyte of dilute sulfuric acid, which can
be consumed or spilled during use, causing corrosion and required regular maintenance to top-up the electrolyte with
distilled water. Some lead acid batteries
are sealed with pressure-regulating valves,
and the liquid electrolyte is absorbed in a
sponge-like fiberglass mat. This mitigates
the acid spilling and water maintenance of
unsealed or “flooded” batteries, but adds
cost and does not address the common
problems associated with lead-acid batteries: they’re large, heavy, and have limited
life and energy storage.
In comparison to lead acid, the lithium-ion battery is the new kid on the
block. Invented in the early 1980s and

PS_pg5-8_Aug17.indd 2

Benefits of Lithium-ion

The most noticeable benefit of lithiumion batteries is that they are up to four
times lighter and three times smaller than
the equivalent lead acid batteries. This
means you can fit the same energy in less
space, enabling a smaller, lighter product,
or that you can pack more energy into
the same space, providing a longer run
time and range. Lithium-ion batteries can
also deliver higher power, enabling higher
performance vehicles and machines; and
charge much faster and more efficiently,
increasing uptime and reducing energy
costs by at least 10 to 15 percent.
Unlike unsealed flooded lead acid
batteries, sealed lithium-ion batteries, require no labor for maintenance,
watering, or cleaning of acid corrosion.
Perhaps most importantly, lithium ion
batteries have much longer life than
lead acid, delivering thousands of cycles
instead of hundreds. In many applications, this means lithium-ion batteries

last as long as the machines and vehicles
they are installed in, allowing longer warranties and eliminating lead acid battery
replacement costs.

Delivering value to customers

In Delta-Q’s experience, the value proposition for lithium-ion depends on the
application.
Delta-Q supplies battery
charging systems to many of the world’s
leading manufacturers of lift trucks, aerial
work platforms, motorcycles and scooters, floor care machines and utility and
recreational vehicles. Following are a few
examples of what is motivating our manufacturers to change from lead acid to
lithium-ion, as well as the value they been
able to deliver to their customers since
making the change.
In the golf world, switching to lithium
ion enables golf cars with lower total cost
of ownership. Longer battery life means
long battery warranties, which is a key
competitive metric in the golf industry.
Since the battery can now last the life of
the car without replacement, car leases
can have higher residual values and more
competitive leasing terms.
Manufacturers also point to faster
charge times, reduced energy bills and
maintenance cost savings after switching to lithium-ion systems. Furthermore,
lithium golf cars weigh significantly less
than their lead acid equivalents, reducing
wear and tear on golf courses. These factors combined allow for more focus on the
customer’s golfing experience, instead of
on maintaining or repairing the golf car.
For lift trucks and electric pallet jacks,
the benefits are different, but no less
compelling. In this application, the lower
weight of lithium-ion is not a benefit, and
may even be an issue in some counterbalanced lift trucks that rely on the heavy
lead acid batteries for ballast. In a multishift warehouse environment, each lift
truck needs at least one battery per shift;
and the battery used on one shift will
spend the next two shifts charging, resting, and cooling.
This process requires dedicated floor
space, manpower, and equipment to
maintain and charge depleted batteries,
as well as swap in fresh ones. Lithiumion batteries can help mitigate these
significant expenses and logistical nightmares by running longer and charging
faster, without a cool-down rest period. Operators can charge rapidly during
breaks, enabling continuous use avoiding
multiple battery change-outs.

With these proven scenarios, it’s fair
to question, “Why isn’t everyone using
lithium-ion batteries?”
The initial costs, which can be three
to five times more than traditional lead
acid batteries, is the first challenge that
may scare off some OEMs and distributors. Those costs, however, continue to
drop yearly at a predictable rate and are
mitigated by the fact that you can use a
smaller battery pack. Given that lithiumion batteries do not derate or degrade as
much as lead acid batteries, they do not
need to be oversized as much as lead acid
batteries are for the same job.
The other major issue is safety.
Lithium-ion cells can be thermally volatile if abused or used outside their safe
operating area. To avoid unsafe operation, all lithium batteries require a battery management system (BMS), which
adds potential complexity and cost.
Recent history reminds us of lithiumion’s safety challenges. Remember the
2013 Boeing 787’s grounding due to
battery fires, 2016’s
500,000-unit hoverboard, and the
2.7-million-unit
Samsung
Galaxy
Note 7 cellphone
recalls? These are
all instances where
lithium batteries
were assembled or
operated in conflict
with the suggested
safety practices. All
forms of energy storage have some inherent risk, so when
large amounts of energy is contained
in a small space, there is always going
to be the potential for it to release in
accidental or deleterious ways. Lithiumion batteries are no different, but as the
technology matures, the risks are becoming well-understood and can be properly
managed with industry best practices and
safeguards in mind.

System design from the bottom up
For OEMs and distributors considering
converting to lithium, a key aspect to
address is: how can your equipment offer
more value to the end user? A proper
system design can ensure the battery not
only delivers value and performance, but
that it does so reliably and safely. A good
design starts from the bottom up – that
is, from the lowest level of assembly and
cascades up to higher levels of integration. Cells are built into modules, modules into a pack, and a pack is integrated
into a system, including a BMS and a
charger. Below is a breakdown of these
stages and their suggested best practices.
Cells:
As the basic building block, battery
cells can be cylindrical, prismatic or
pouch, and sizes can vary from small AAA
to large prismatic cells that weigh many
kilograms apiece. Smaller cells means
high cell count, as well as more interconnections and potential points of failure.
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However, larger cells are harder to cool and can release more
thermal energy if they fail. Another key decision is to determine
which lithium-ion chemistry to use. The chemistries’ differences
lie in its energy density and thermal stability.
At one extreme is lithium cobalt oxide; commonly used in
consumer electronics, this option is both very energy dense
and also the most thermally volatile. At the other end of the
spectrum are lithium iron phosphate and lithium-titanate; often
used in very large electric vehicles like transit buses and ferries,
these chemistries have thermal stability, but are also less energy
dense, so they require larger cells to deliver the same energy. A
common middle-of-the-road chemistry is lithium NMC (oxides of
nickel, manganese, and cobalt). A compromise between reasonable thermal stability and reasonable energy density, these cells
are increasingly being used in automotive electric vehicles.
Modules and packs:
The Cells are then connected in series and parallel to form
modules. Modules hold and connect the cells, and must provide
reliable and low resistance cell-to-cell connections, as well as
tolerate high mechanical shock and vibration g-forces. Modules
are built into a pack and enclosed in a case that is sealed
against dust and water, preventing mechanical abuse and physical access.
The module and pack level is also where decisions are made
about cooling and heating. In many applications, no cooling is
needed beyond passive convection. But in order to extend battery

life and performance in hot
and cold climate extremes,
or under heavy use with
repeated rapid discharge and
charging, active cooling will
be required to manage cell
temperatures. This can take
the form of forced air cooling with fans, liquid cooling
with pumps and radiators, or
even refrigerant cooling with
compressors. The goal of a
thermal management system
is to not just remove heat from the cells, but also to
reduce thermal gradients between cells. Cells that run
hotter will age faster, so a good thermal management
system will keep all cells within at a consistent and
moderate temperature range.
Battery Management System:
A BMS is required to ensure that all cells stay within
an operating region that will optimize performance,
life, and safety. The BMS will consist of one or more
circuit boards with electrical connections to the cells,
as well as sensors and protection devices like relays
and fuses. The BMS will monitor cell voltages, temperatures, and currents, and from this data and will
estimate the battery pack state of charge, health, and
power limits. If the individual cell voltage state-ofcharge deviates drastically, the BMS will use cell-level
hardware to bring cells back into balance. The BMS
would then communicate the battery’s status to other
system modules, like a motor controller, charger, user
display, or service tool. Finally, the BMS would take
the necessary action to protect the cells, by electrically disconnecting them from the system.
It is critical for the BMS developer to work closely
with the cell manufacturer, to ensure that the cells
are operated and protected appropriately.

Triple-output power supplies simulate problems
early in design cycle
E36300 Series triple-output programmable
dc power supplies are equipped with a
large color display, intuitive user interface,
modern device connections via LAN (LXI,
USB and optional GPIB). Product’s ‘normal
mode’ noise specifications assure quality
power for precision circuitry applications,
enabling engineers to power their designs
with confidence. Acoustically quiet, each
model provides line/load regulation of 0.01
percent, fast transient response time of less than 50 us, low-range current measurement,
and over-voltage, over-current and over-temperature protection to prevent damage to
the device under test.
KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES
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Charger integration:
Although often considered an afterthought, the
charging system is critical and can have a big influence on battery life, safety and performance. A key
decision is how fast and how often to charge. As discussed, faster charging generates more heat and hotter batteries age faster. Charge rates will also reduce
when the battery is too hot or too cold, in order to
prevent premature degradation and aging. Lithium-ion
batteries are no exception and will also age faster at
higher voltages and higher states of charge. For this
reason, battery packs are usually not fully charged, but
instead are limited to a reduced state of charge target.
The trade-off between run time and battery life must
be carefully considered and will look very different
depending on the machine (i.e. for a cell phone with
a two to three year life, versus a floor care machine
designed for over 10 years of life).
The charger must be well integrated with the
battery system. This often includes communication
such as CAN bus, Modbus, or analog or digital control signals. During integration, the charger’s output
waveform quality should not be overlooked, as not all
chargers are created equal. Excessive ripple current,
for example, can cause cell heating and BMS noise.
This can harm the battery, BMS, and other system
components, as well as interfere with the operation. Voltage control accuracy is also important to
maximize the life and safety of lithium-ion batteries.
Lastly, it is important to assess the reliability of
the charger’s hardware and software. Doing this will
ensure that the hardware is designed and validated
for harsh application environments and that the software is robustly developed. Carrying out these best
practices will help to select a durable charger that
will last the lifespan of your battery and equipment.
For more information on industrial battery chargers
for lead acid and lithium-ion batteries from Delta-Q
Technologies, go to http://ept.hotims.com/65989-16

Industrial power supply delivers 3200W output
TPS3000-48 3,200W 48V model power supply
is 2U high and delivers 3200W output power
(44V at 133.3A) and operates from a wide range
Delta or Wye 350 - 528Vac three phase input.
The high voltage, three-phase input avoids the
requirement for step down transformers and
assists phase load current balancing. Unit is
fully featured with isolated ac Fail, dc good and
dropped phase signals, remote on/off, remote
sense and a 12V 0.3A standby supply. The 92.5%
efficient unit can operate at full load in ambient
temperatures of up to 50oC, and deliver up to
55% load at 70oC.
TDK-LAMBDA AMERICAS

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-18

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-17

newswatch

R&D group enables development of next gen battery materials
LiBTec, an industrial research and development (R&D) group
launched by the National Research Council of Canada (NRC),
is looking to advance the lithium-ion battery value chain in
Canada by working with industrial partners to accelerate the
development and testing of key materials and components in
partnership with its leading researchers in the field.
The rapidly growing market for lithium-ion batteries depends
on a reliable supply of value-added products and components
derived from raw materials such as graphite, graphene, lithium,
cobalt and nickel. These materials are currently mined around the
world. Canada has a natural supply of these specialty materials,
as well as a critical mass in the supply chain, especially as North
American manufacturers look to stabilize and increase local production. NRC’s facilities include state-of-the-art
equipment for battery development, characterization, benchmarking and prototyping.
“LiBTec enables the development of the next generation of battery materials and helps producers and processors
to benchmark those materials against the best in the world,” says François Cordeau, VP engineering at the NRC.
“This effort will improve the performance and lifecycle of lithium-ion anodes and cathodes and position Canada
as a major player in energy storage for transportation and
stationary applications.”
Access to commercial markets for Canadian material
suppliers depends on strong technology development and
commercialization and third-party evaluation and testing
services.
“The whole value chain will be represented within this innovative group,” adds Charles-Antoine Gauthier, an NRC expert.
“We invite battery users, suppliers and manufacturers, as well
as producers and suppliers of graphite, lithium and other
battery materials, to join us in developing a world-leading
Canadian lithium-ion supply chain.”

Power Supplies & Cords
– Wall Adapters with Interchangeable
Plug Option to 40W
– Desk Top to 300W
– Open Frame with PFC to 800W
– DIN Rails to 960W
– Medical Approvals 4th Edition

MEGA Electronics Inc.
4B Jules Lane
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
tel 732.249.2656 fax 732.249.7442
www.megaelectronics.com
sales@megaelectronics.com
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-4

PS_pg5-8_Aug17.indd 3
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30W railway dc-dc converters deliver
RIA12 surge withstand capacity
DCR 30R-F0 series
railway quality dc-dc
converters provides an
input voltage surge
that withstands capacity 3.5 times greater than the nominal
input voltage for 20
milliseconds, which
ensures that the converters meet RIA12
railway specification. 30W units also meet the requirements of
EN50155 for electronic equipment used on railway rolling stock.
Units provide wide input ranges of 24Vdc (15-34V), 48Vdc (2967V), 72Vdc (43-101V) or 110Vdc (66-154Vdc). The units deliver
outputs of 12V, 24V or 48Vdc.
ABSOPULSE ELECTRONICS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-19

Power blocks serve electrical
distribution panels
HP Series high power
terminal blocks are rated
600 Volt with a choice
of 255 or 380 Amps, for
electrical applications
in power panel distribution. Devices can also be
used for lighter power
applications, and therefore has extended utility as a ‘one size fits all’ product line.
Product line consists of five units, with a selection of 1, 2 or
3 poles, optional clear plastic covers, and a wide variety of
terminations.
BLOCKMASTER ELECTRONICS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-20

Piezo solution delivers notifications
to wearable devices
PJFV series low power consumption (6mW, A3Vdc) miniature
(10.5mm x 3.8mm x 2mm) vibrators
employing piezoelectric ceramics
to provide vibration notifications
and announcements to wearable
devices. Available in a small, flat
package, device measures 10.5mm x 3.8mm x 2mm, has a rated
working voltage of 3V, and current consumption of 2mA rms.
Components are designed to enable ongoing miniaturization and
contribute to extended battery life.
MURATA AMERICAS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-21

Looking to Join the
INDUSTRY LEADER?
Arbell Electronics is Canada’s largest Production
Supplies and Equipment Distributor. Founded in
1968, Arbell is the only national distributor and is
the industry leader.
Due to continued strong growth, Arbell is looking
to add an additional sales person in the Ottawa/
Montreal region. You can live in either city but
have to be willing to travel and spend an occasional night on the road. Bilingualism is a must!
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Batteries are made from 99.99% pure lead
CYCLON batteries from Enersys are made from 99.99% pure lead,
while the plates are extremely thin, so they provide more surface area
than conventional batteries and far more power. High purity acid is
absorbed right into the Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM) plate separators,
so the battery provides leak-proof operation in any position. Product’s
outer jacket delivers extreme shock, vibration, temperature and flammability protection. Product has high cycle life, long float life, low self
discharge, flexible mounting orientation, high charge acceptance, high
stable voltage delivery and power density.
X TRONICS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-22

5W ac-dc power supply provides 4000Vac isolation
AMEM5-Y 5W ac-dc power supply provides 4000Vac isolation enclosed in a low height profile
of 1x1 inches pcb mountable package. High power density converters provide a 10,000 µF
Maximum Capacitance load and many protective features such as over load, over voltage
and continuous short circuit protection. Devices deliver a no-load consumption below 0.2W
and no minimum load is required for operation within the specification range. Operating
temperature ranges from -25°C to 70°C, with derating starting at 50°C.
AIMTEC
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-23

Modular synergy kits permit modular and expandable designs
Synergy Kits are based on firm’s S1, S3, and S7 Series microcontrollers, and are engineered to be modular and expandable
wherever possible with emphasis on extremely easy and errorproof board configuration. Expansion ports make heavy use of
industry-standard Pmod connectors with a wide range of plug-in
modules available. Products work seamlessly with firm’s e2 studio
Integrated Software Development Environment (ISDE) for the
Synergy Platform. The board delivers a touch-enabled color QVGA
TFT display, high-speed connectivity over Ethernet, USB-HS host
and USB-FS device, CAN, plus wireless connectivity to mobile
Internet devices via Bluetooth low energy 4.0.
RENESAS

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-24

Sager launches specialized power website
Sager Electronics, a leading North American distributor of interconnect, power and electromechanical components, has launched a specialized website dedicated to power requirements at power.sager.com.
The site, designed specifically with the engineer in mind, delivers more than 15,000 world-class ac-dc, dc-dc
and dc-ac solutions from 20 leading power supply manufacturers.

Inrush current limiting
power and the temperature of the component is the
same as the ambient temperature, PTC ICLs normally
have a resistance of between 20 and 500 ohms. This is
adequate to limit inrush current surges. The PTC ICL is
bypassed once the dc link capacitors are satisfactorily
charged.
In addition, the PTC thermistor can protect the
circuit if there is a malfunction in the charging circuit. When current flows through the PTC thermistor,
it heats up and its resistance increases, making it
self-protecting and providing a significant advantage
to other forms of inrush current limiting.
Thanks to these properties, PTC thermistors are
better in applications where a capacitor short circuits or where there is a failure of the switching
element causing the current limiting element to not
be bypassed after the dc link capacitor is charged.
However, both of these failure modes result in thermal stress to the current limiting device.
There are two ways to protect the ICL component
from damage during such events. The most ideal
is to use a PTC thermistor, while the second is to
implement another power resistor with ample power
ratings to take in to account these surges. While this
second one may not always be practical, PTC ICLs are
designed to survive being directly connected to the
supply voltage even at their maximum rated voltage
which makes them suitable in nearly every application where this could be an issue.

In case of short circuits that cause excessive currents, the temperature of the PTC increases, which in
turn leads to a significant rise in the device’s resistance. Consequently, the PTC thermistor itself limits
the current to uncritical levels.
And, as no additional current limitation is required
because these PTC ICLs are self-protecting it reduces
the cost of the system.
TDK’s portfolio of EPCOS PTC thermistors are particularly suited for the inrush current limiting. Compared
with PTC thermistors, they use a more homogeneous
ceramic material, which improves reliability while permitting processing by reflow soldering. Thanks to these
properties, the PTCs satisfy the rigorous requirements
even in the most rugged electronics applications.

In active inrush current limitation an ohmic resistor, an
NTC thermistor, or a PTC thermistor can be used as an
ICL component.

For more information on PTC thermistors from EPCOS,
go to http://ept.hotims.com/65989-25

Background or experience in understanding
technologies such as Soldering, ESD and other
process related areas would be an asset.
Please send cover letter and CV to:

sales@arbell.com

continued from page 5

Conclusion
When used as ICL components for active inrush
current limitation, PTC thermistors offer key benefits:
• Their ICL functionality is not affected by extreme
operating temperatures.
• Effective inrush current limiting as soon as load is
turned off, cooling already takes place during normal
operation.
• They are self-protecting against current overloads
caused by circuit malfunctions.
PTC thermistors are designed to have only a very
low resistance in the region of a few ohms at their
rated temperature. If there are surges in the current,
their power dissipation increases and the thermistor
heats up causing resistance to increase and, thereby
limiting the current. Only when the component has
cooled down does it return to its low resistance state.
PTC ICLs can reliably protect most power supplies
from high inrush currents and short circuits under
demanding temperature conditions.

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-5
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BC tech firms merge with aim to disrupt
trucking fleet management industry

Spur Innovations acquired by Streamline Transportation Technologies
By leveraging its Internet of Moving
Things technology, Kamloops BC-based
Streamline Transportation Technologies
Inc. (STTI) hopes to disrupt fleet management services
for the trucking
industry across
Canada.
Streamline specializes in letting
trucking/shipping firms know how their
fleet is performing in real time, enforcing speed maximums, noting hours of
service and curbing aggressive driving
which helps minimize costs and maximize
fleet efficiency. Streamline also expanded
its core biz this December by purchasing and absorbing Vancouver-based Spur
Innovations, developers of sustainable
vehicle technology. The recently merged
concern is building its customer base by
helping trucking companies comply with
new electronic logging laws.
West Tech Report recently had the
opportunity to speak to Ron Iacobelli, chief
operating officer at STTI and one of the two
founders of Spur Innovations, about the
purchase of the new company and what has
helped them succeed thus far.
Q: Great to see a West Coast company
develop new products in such an
exciting space – what was the impetus
for purchasing Spur Innovations?
“Streamline was recently in the pro-

cess of releasing a major upgrade to its
Navistream telematics platform, shifting
from custom hardware and controlled
servers to in cab tablets and data in the
cloud. [STTI] met with Spur as part of a
pursuit to tap into more vehicle data in
order to drive fuel economy and maintenance improvements,” says Iacobelli.
It became obvious to both parties that
there was an opportunity to integrate
Spur’s automated vehicle gateway (now
NaviLink) with Streamline’s on board
computing and telematics. “This combination of technologies is a major differentiator and enables a product ecosystem
which can grow with future technologies
for both new and existing customers. We
had a common vision and great working
relationship from the start which made
the purchasing decision simple,” explains
Iacobelli.
Q: What has been a key to your early
success?
“Considering all the potential complexity of on board telematics and tracking
systems the real key to our early success
has been understanding the needs of
the customers and designing a system
that is intuitive and simple to use,” says
Iacobelli. “It may sound easy, but the
simplicity of use and the fact that our
system was defined by transportation
experts is what sets us apart.” Streamline
was born out of the drive by Arrow to

control variable costs in a competitive
industry. They have worked diligently to
be considered to have the ‘best in class’
user interface.
Q: Can you share a challenge that STTI
has had to overcome, and how other
tech companies can avoid similar pitfalls in the future?
“One of STTI’s major challenges was
how to establish market channels in an
already established and competitive market. Though we have broken through the
first stage in growing our initial customer
base this remains one of our challenges as
we continue to grow,” explains Iacobelli.
“It’s not clear that you can completely
avoid these pitfalls, but in the early days
you should focus on establishing solid
partnerships from which you can leverage credibility in customers’ eyes. For
us it was our parent Arrow Transportation
which gave us early credibility.”
Q: Any advice for budding
entrepreneurs?
“Identify and focus on the customer and the value you can bring them
whether through a return on investment
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By Sohail Kamal,
West Coast Correspondent

or simply the enjoyment of use. Be committed, success is rarely overnight, but
with time and energy you really can bring
a new idea to market,” says Iacobelli.
Here in BC and across the country, we
have technology incubators springing up.
Many progressive areas benefit from these
resources, for both experienced engineers
and entrepreneurs. When growing a small
company, depth of resource will invariably
be a challenge to overcome. Iacobelli
adds: “The incubators give you access to
experienced entrepreneurs, excellent networking and valuable training on what is
required to grow an idea into a company.”
Q: Any other message that STTI wants
to share with our readership?
“Stay tuned for more news from STTI.
We are at the beginning of rolling out
new technologies enabling our Internet
of Moving Things, with actuation and
control to make vehicles safer, cleaner
and more productive. These features will
be significant differentiators for our organization and will be industry leading,”
Iacobelli says.
For more information on fleet
management solutions from STTI, go to
www.stti.ca.

Louvered fan guards simplify installation,
maintenance
LFGS Series sliding and LFGH Series hinged
louvered fan guards simplify installation and
reduce maintenance time and cost. Heavyduty products make it easier to access and
change filters. Available to 8 microns, the
louvered guard filters prevent dust and dirt
from entering enclosure applications. Other
filter media types are also available. The sliding (push/pull) and hinged (flip-up) units
are available for use with 120, 172, 200, and 280mm fans.
ORION FANS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-26

Metal switches glow with 7
luminescent multicolor options
MSM Metal Line range with a pushbutton switch is capable
of multiple illumination possibilities. The illumination provides a homogeneous quality in a ring illuminated style, or
complete actuator area illumination. Status indication is
possible in 7 different colors in a single product. The setting of the individual colors is particularly easy to realize
by means of the wire connectors, which are conveniently
coded. Three flat plug connectors are used to control the colors red, green and blue.
By combining several flat plug connectors, the additive colors cyan, magenta, yellow
or white can be created. Product line delivers the same diameters as the standard ring
illuminated version in 19, 22 and 30mm.
SCHURTER
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-27

Piezoelectric sounder produces
detectable volume for warnings
PKMCS1818E20A0-R1 piezoelectric sounder for automotive
applications enables reflow mounting as an effective countermeasure against irregular mounting and abnormal sound.
Product has a sound pressure level of 100dB at 100mm and
measures 18 x 18 x 8mm. Deviceís wide operational temperature range means that it can operate in automobile cabin temperatures from -40 to 105
°C. Weighing in at one gram, device uses a simple structure, without a magnet or coil,
to reduce the impact of electromagnetic noise on surrounding circuits.
MURATA
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-28
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The Future of Circuit Protection for
24VDC Switch Mode Power Supplies
E-T-A’s new REX12-T electronic circuit protector

transforms how 24VDC switch mode power supplies are
protected and oﬀers engineers:
•

Time savings: innovative mounting & connection

•

Space savings: two channels are only 12.5 mm wide

•

Design exibility: modular design makes system

•

Increased machine uptime: Smart version

technology reduces installation time by 50%

upgrades easy

(REX12D-T) provides monitoring and remote
diagnostics with IO-Link connection

See the REX12-T in action:
www.e-t-a.ca/EPT_REX12-T

PA-2017-08-EPT-APC-REX12-T.indd 1

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-6
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Industrial Automation

PLCs of the future
By Jonathan Wilkins, marketing director at obsolete industrial parts supplier, EU Automation

An etymological fallacy is an assumption that a word’s current and historical meanings are the same. However, as
language evolves, modern definitions do
not necessarily resemble original ones.
To take an example, ‘lord’ is a compound
of Old English ‘half’ and ‘weard’, meaning
bread and keeper respectively. This does
not make it correct to use lord to refer
to someone who bakes or keeps bread,
regardless of its roots. It is more sensible,
therefore, to argue the definition of a word
is instead the most recognizable option.
This article discusses the evolution
of the programmable logic controller
(PLC), and predicts what the future
might hold for this crucial piece of
equipment.
A PLC is an automated decisionmaking tool that is commonly used in
manufacturing sectors, such as chemical
processing, pharmaceutical, automotive
and aerospace. Since the creation of the
PLC in 1969, factories have become better connected as different components
link to one another and to the internet.
Technological advances and the introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT)
mean each device has many inputs,
usually in the form of sensor readings.

Information relating to motor torque,
electrical interference and magnetic force
is constantly being fed back, so the PLC
needs to be network enabled in order to
process the information. Often, PLCs have
a huge quantity of data to process, therefore require a higher bandwidth.
As PLCs become connected to more
devices, they can be targeted by malicious
software - as infamously demonstrated by
the Stuxnet worm - IoT presents a risk of
its own, so network security is vital.
The security of a PLC is not built by
design – any compatible code can run on
a PLC, regardless of where it comes from,
so the potential for infection from malicious code is large.

Manufacturing trends
Globalization leads to multiple plants
in simultaneous use, and so the need for
data to be gathered and analyzed grows.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems are an existing solution
that allows real time data gathering from
PLCs in multiple plants. However, there is
not currently an existing technology that
can be embedded into the PLCs themselves
to allow for remote control. The next gen-

Remote monitoring, virtualization and real-time monitoring are three
technologies expected to lead the development of PLCs. Yet, as PLCs
become connected to more devices, they can be targeted by malicious
software, so network security is vital.

eration of PLCs has the potential to build
on this to enable remote operations.

Future focus
Remote monitoring, virtualization and
real-time monitoring are three technologies expected to lead the development of
PLCs. There is potential to create a PLC
that assists companies in the adoption
of Industry 4.0, but manufacturers and
operators need to recognize and fight
potential security issues and connectivity
setbacks.

It might well be that the future PLC
doesn’t resemble what we know it to be
today. The question is, are these devices
still PLCs or a new technology entirely?
An automated fallacy, if you will. One
thing that we are certain of is that a
device which functions as a PLC will forever be essential.
For more information on new, used,
refurbished and obsolute industrial
automation components from EU
Automation, go to http://ept.hotims.
com/65989-29

EtherCAT board enhances data gathering capability
of mini industrial computer

42 Thousand Servers.
21 Megawatts of Power.
Zero Margin of Error.

MICA mini-Industrial-Computer is available with
an EtherCAT board, allowing data to be collected
directly from industrial production networks, preprocessed and forwarded to IT systems via standard
protocols such as OPC UA or MQTT. Product’s modular hardware concept allows users to incorporate
individual function boards, and complies with industrial standards. MICA’s modular Open
Source Software Architecture makes it suitable for developing edge and cloud applications in production. MICA also has been certified for Microsoft Azure for IoT.
HARTING
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-30

High input voltage dc-dc converters operate at
high temperatures
HHT 500-FX series of dc-dc converters are
suitable for heavy-duty industrial applications
that require high dc-input voltage at high
operating temperatures. Units operate over a
wide baseplate temperature range of -40°C to
85°C for full specification without the need
for derating. Products accept high dc-input
voltages and provide wide input ranges including 400Vdc (300 to 500V range), 500Vdc
(400 to 600V range) or 600Vdc (500 to 700V range). Units deliver 500W continuous
output power and provide 24V, 48V, 72V or 125Vdc output voltage. Custom input and
output voltages are available.
ABSOPULSE ELECTRONICS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-31

High-power connectivity solution is ultra-rugged
When you’re managing a data center that draws more power than a small
city, you can’t afford a meltdown. At Positronic, we build high reliability,
power-efficient connectors. But our true call is to provide certainty. Rock
solid, mission-critical performance upon which you can bank life and
limb, family and fortune. We consider it an honor. We consider it an
inviolable trust.
POSITRONIC. THE SCIENCE OF CERTAINTY. // www.connectpositronic.com/ept

UltiMate Series high-power connectivity solution is
ultra-rugged, compact and has been extended with
two high-power configurations, thus improving the
power supply alongside signals. Device enables full
integration into all applications, providing improved
flexibility with new configurations of 2x contacts of
26 Amps each or 3x contacts of 16 Amps each, both
combined with 3x signal contacts. With IP68/69 or
hermetic sealing, and 360°C EMC shielding, device is able to withstand high levels of
shock, vibration, corrosion and temperature extremes over 10,000 mating cycles.
FISCHER CONNECTORS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-32

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-7
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Drill ship power challenge:

hybrid solution solves distribution issues
AKA and Rittal collaborate to solve energy efficiency and recycling issues related to a deepwater drill ship installation
Manufacturers in the marine and offshore space face unique challenges. Aspin
Kemp & Associates (AKA), a manufacturer
of electrical power and control systems
headquartered in Montague, PEI, encountered one with its hybrid power initiative,
the first hybrid drill floor destined for
installation on ultra-deepwater drill ships
operated by Transocean, Swiss offshore
drilling contractors.
Before AKA’s technology, diesel generators would experience power load fluctuations in accelerating and decelerating
workloads. Even a momentary loss in the
main AC power source could cause difficulties in the rapid transfer of the energy
needed to accommodate an unplanned
disconnection of the diesel engine.
Stringent green power and disposal
issues offered an additional hurdle. The
variation of gases in quantity, temperature and chemical content, such as
those produced by diesel, does not allow
modern equipment to effectively capture
or modify this output. Since PEI levies
steep recycling charges for the disposal of
metal or other waste products, modifications on site would be very costly.

Locking outlets save
space, install time
Multi-Tier IEC LOCK
C13 locking outlets save
space (12mm for the 4
tier (PA135015BK4) and
21mm for the 6 tier
(PA135015BK6). Products
save time with reduced
installation time. Product
body is Nylon LSZH (Low
Smoke Zero Halogen) and
delivers an independent
release locking mechanism. Products come with
10A rating for Europe and
15A rating UL for USA.
MEGA ELECTRONICS

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-33

Powerful solution

enclosure system that would
improve reliability, save
AKA’s solution – to couple
energy, reduce emissions,
dieselenerators with ultracalower maintenance costs,
pacitors to resolve the probenhance safety and suplems in the power distribution
port maritime regulations.
network – called for dozens of
Since on-site modification
industrial enclosures.
was impossible and scrap
The intermediate power
recycling of any modificastorage system absorbs and
tions was unacceptable, the
delivers energy at a rate
enclosures had to arrive
faster than the process can
ready-to-install.
use or return it. The hazards
To meet project requireof the E-stop are controlled
ments, Rittal supplied a
by allowing operation withtotal of 114 TS 8 enclosures,
out the main generator conincluding standard, modinection. The diesel operates
fied and electromagneticontinuously at high outcally compatible models.
put without compromising
The enclosures were modiRittal supplied an
performance or requiring a
fied prior to shipping and
industrial marine
‘spinning reserve’ of power.
arrived ready to go, meetcabinet for deepwater
Enclosures for the power
drill ship installation.
ing all marine class regulastorage system had to
tions, including DNV and
exceed traditional use stanABS. The TS 8s were delivered to AKA’s
dards since the application is unique
PEI headquarters for eventual installation
in the maritime and offshore market.
in the Deepwater Thalassa at the Deawoo
AKA worked with Rittal Systems Ltd.,
Shipping & Marine Engineering shipyard
a manufacturer of enclosures and rackin South Korea. The drilling ship will be
ing systems. The goal was to find an
deployed in the Gulf of Mexico, but it
could be sent anywhere in the world.

Impactful improvements

After months of testing and operation, AKA has catalogued a number of its
hybrid power system improvements:
• The enclosures reduced fuel consumption, which lowered fuel costs and emissions.
• An effective combination of diesel and
intermediate power storage reduced the
release of harmful gasses into the atmosphere.
• A common bus that allows some generators to remain in standby condition
rather than in constant operation reduced
hours of machine wear and fouling on
each generator.
• Increased standby time has reduced
part wear resulting in lower replacement
costs, fewer hours spent on maintenance,
increased reliability and greater availability.
• The TS 8 construction reduced scaling
and corrosion on wetted parts and helped
retain heat transfer efficiency. This lowered maintenance hours.
• There was also a safety benefit. With
fewer diesels in operation, there was
a significant reduction in injuries and
spills associated with fuel and other fluid
handling, while smoother transitions in
E-stops protected the workers from sudden
engine stops.

Lightweight micro
gripper serves small
fragile part assembly
MGR5 lightweight micro gripper serves
small, fragile part assembly, bringing
operation force 10 gram or less capability into range.
Light moving mass
reduces
impact
force during small
product
placement. Product provides soft-land capability for pick and place of delicate and
fragile parts, as each jaw can be independently controlled in force, position and
velocity. Product provides 5 micron linear
encoder standard, 1 micron optional.
ELECTROMATE
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-34

Medium amperage connection system rated to 70A
ePower-Lite medium amperage connection system is rated up to 70A of continuous
current and has an operating voltage of 800Vdc. Connectors provide a lightweight
plastic shell and compact design to deliver both weight and space
savings in vehicle architecture. Device provides 2-way, 3-way and
4-way systems with optional HVIL and EMI shielding for safety and
performance. Product series meets demanding needs of medium
voltage and medium amperage applications.
AMPHENOL
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-35

Pneumatic module metal performs through
10,000 mating cycles
Han Pneumatic Module Metal provides
robust metal contacts that can be plugged
and unplugged at least 10,000 times. Unit
delivers space-saving opportunity to use connectors to streamline flexible production processes with high mating cycles. Product can
withstand pressure up to 10 bars, covering
the entire low pressure range. This compares
with an upper limit of 8 bars for the existing
unit with plastic contacts. Product permits
users to route compressed air feed through the same connector along with power and signal
lines rather than having to set up and maintain a separate compressed air connection for
drive units, control units, brakes, holding and unloading units and much more.
HARTING
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-36
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Angular housing on connector aids motor contact
Han-Modular Twin connector solution comes with an
angular housing, providing users with a compact and
customizable device that’s suitable for applications
like motor connection, especially for larger motors up
to 70A. Product has the appearance of a small format
IP65 connector. Fitted at a right angle to the motor,
the 39x44mm angular housing takes the place of the terminal box, making for a very
user-friendly connection. The hood is in two parts – an upper part with the cable inlet
and the carrier housing underneath. This design feature makes it easier to fit the inserts
into the hood and the cable can be fitted faster and more securely.
HARTING
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-37

Wireless point-to-point Ethernet bridge
delivers 200Mbps connectivity
ePMP Bridge-in-a-Box wireless Ethernet bridge solution
includes two ePMP Force 180 Subscriber Modules preconfigured and packaged together, enabling plug-and-play
operation in almost all scenarios. Product provides data rates
capable of supporting diverse services like security camera
feeds, Wi-Fi access points, or simply extending the local area
network. Solution includes ePMP Quality of Service (QoS)
features and high interference resiliency to ensure superior
link quality. System operates in unlicensed 5GHz frequency
band and is available globally.
CAMBIUM NETWORKS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-41

Rugged cabinets comprised of
modular, bolted construction
Optima Stantron MB Series of rugged MIL-SPEC, weld-free
cabinets come with a bolted construction, suitable for use
in environments where welded joints may be considered a
potential risk of failure, such as high shock and vibration or
humidity. Built on a modular, common COTS platform, cabinets are easily configured to user specifications. Common,
scalable components are quickly adapted to almost any
cabinet size and feature sets. Several designs have been
tested to MIL-STD-167-1 and MIL-S-901D, including barge
testing, and can be fitted with hard-mount or shockisolated hardware.
ELMA ELECTRONIC
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-38

Discrete wire-to-board connector
solution has no insulator
STRIPT 9177-500 Series single IDC contacts are rated for
15A & 600V and deliver impregnable cold-welded connections between 12 to 18AWG wire & printed circuit boards
(pcb) in harsh industrial, transportation applications. The
UL-approved, insulator-less single contacts quickly, easily
and reliably terminates individual high-current or highvoltage solid or stranded wires onto a pcb using a proven,
gas-tight contact system. Able to withstand extreme temperatures, shock and vibration, devices are compatible with
potting and overmolding encapsulation processes.
AVX

Power supply boosts reliability,
efficiency in industrial areas
Resilient 3000 (EP3000AC48IN) power supplies are
specifically designed for general purpose industrial applications, providing 3,000-watt in a user-friendly design. Unit
eases the implementation process for all users regardless
of experience level or design sophistication. Unit’s rugged
design includes a conformal-coated interior circuit board to protect against dust and
high humidity and an oversized fan that enables it to operate in extreme temperatures.
Product can withstand poor grid conditions and line surges, allowing for global deployment in a wide range of industrial applications.
GE
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-42

Subminiature ultrasonic sensor
provides IO-Link compatibility
Series IO F77 ultrasonic sensors fit in tight spaces
and comes with an integral pushbutton that allows
simple configuration without external hardware. For
more advanced configuration, updated PACTware software opens up an array of application-solving adjustable parameters. Device is versatile and comes with
IO-Link compatibility and universal digital and analog outputs. Device provides the
ability to intelligently blank-out and ignore unwanted, non-target echoes. The IP67rated sensors can be used in temperatures ranging from -25°C to 70°C. Snout-mount
and thru-hole models are available with a selection of connection types.
PEPPERL+FUCHS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-43

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-39

Rugged metalwork chassis serves
mission critical systems
Rugged metalwork chassis is suitable for mission critical systems,
capable of dissipating a substantial amount of heat without any
moving parts thereby enabling housing systems with exceptional computational performance. M-Max ATR-compliant chassis provides extreme physical protection for high
performance systems and enables building systems with high ingress protection. Products
can be further customized for housing specific form factors as well as accommodating a
variety of connectors.
MICROMAX
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-40

newswatch

Swage mount pcb pins serve interconnect
applications
Swage mount pcb pins are designed
to be mechanically fastened to a board
or panel and plugged into sockets or
soldered into mating boards in board
stacking and other interconnect configurations. Devices are cost effective
due to their simple design, don’t require
the more precise pcb hole specifications associated with most press-fit pins and can be
processed in volume with semi-automatic or automatic equipment. Product assembly is
a method of mechanically fastening pin terminals to a circuit board, similar in style to
riveting. After the pins are swaged, they are soldered, providing a robust mechanical
and reliable electrical connection.
MILL-MAX
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-44

NRC and Siemens Canada partner on priorities
The National Research Council of
Canada (NRC) and Siemens Canada
have joined forces through a strategic
agreement to advance solution-oriented
development and applications of technology in a number of key areas of
national interest.
Through this relationship, the NRC
and Siemens will also collaborate with
Canada’s industrial community, innovation system and research community.
The collaboration will result in more
business opportunities to commercialize
new products, processes and technology solutions. It will also help generate
wealth and enhance the global competitiveness of Canadian industry.
“Technological innovation and strong
research partnerships are vital to
addressing the opportunities and challenges that lie ahead for Canada,” said
Robert Hardt, Chair of Siemens Canada,
“We’re excited to be collaborating with
the NRC to develop solutions that will
support Canada’s innovation economy
and contribute the national climate
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change and sustainability strategy.”
Areas of focus identified in the agreement include:
• Climate change and low-carbon
economy;
• Energy efficiency; energy infrastructure;
• Smart cities and urban technology;
• Healthcare;
• Creating and sustaining a globally
competitive Canadian manufacturing
sector;
• Technology trends;
• Training and education; and
• Communications.
“The NRC, through its 100-year history, is proud to deliver scientific innovation for Canada through collaborations
with partners like Siemens,” said Iain
Stewart, president of the NRC. “We are
looking forward to working with Siemens
to address key priority areas in support
of the Government’s Innovation and
Skills Plan and help build Canada as a
world-leading innovation economy.”

High-performance battery
holders solder easily
Keystone high-performance, battery holders for
cylindrical batteries comes with solder lug contacts, which simplify assembly of wires to the
holders and easily connect solder lugs to solid
or stranded wires with or without female quick
fit terminals or crimp connectors. Devices help
streamline assembly of powered devices using AA,
Ω AA and 2/3A cylindrical cells. Product is equipped with heat resistant nylon housings
and are suited for traditional soldering processing.
EMX ENTERPRISES
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-45

USB 3.0 connector is ultra-miniature
MiniMax Series ultra-miniature USB 3.0 connector is lightweight, high-density and comes with a dedicated USB 3.0
contact block in the 08 size connector. The robust, IP68sealed solution meets needs for even faster signal speeds, higher performance and
greater functionality in small devices. With a multiple combination of signal and power
contacts and three locking systems, device is small, light and easy to use.
FISCHER CONNECTORS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-46
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Finding the customers

on the road to 5G
By David Strand, CEO, Strand Marketing

At the recent International Microwave
Symposium in Honolulu this past June of the many acronyms sure to be uttered
in the halls and on the exhibit floor,
‘5G’ is sure to be chief among them.
Attendees to this event will be treated to
insights on some exciting new products
from several brands. But, many questions
certainly remained as the show closed. As
a result, I shall attempt to probe some
of them in this article and provide some
early stage insights for debate.
As wireless telephones have now
eclipsed land-line phones as the primary
means of personal communications globally and the number of wireless users continues to rise exponentially, a constant
upgrading in wireless networks from one
generation (1G) to the next (2G, 3G, 4G,
5G, etc.) is what has us all now thinking
about the race to 5G.
While the current generation of wireless
communications technology, the fourth
generation (4G) or LTE-A, was designed to
provide the performance lacking in previous generations, the emergence of things
as well as people using wireless networks,
as in the Internet of Things (IoT) will
quickly fill the capacity of 4G networks,
prompting the need for the next, fifth
generation (5G), of wireless communications technology—until there is a need
for a sixth generation (6G).

But what is 5G exactly and what
are the real differences between
5G and previous generations?
Hopes are high for 5G not just in terms
of providing higher-quality, faster wireless service than 4G but, quite simply,
in supporting the future. In addition to
providing wireless Internet access for
what is projected to be billions of IoT
devices, 5G will be the means for driverless cars to navigate roads safely, and for
cars and other machines to communicate
with each other in a robotic world of
the future. Technologies such as IoT and
machine-to-machine (M2M) control and
communications will enable the advanced
automation of factories and production
lines, with humans available for decisionmaking and other management tasks
wherever there is a 5G wireless network.
For the electronic industry, whether
companies are involved with supplying
components and ICs, software, or test
equipment, the marketing and PR surrounding 5G have been excessive and often
overwhelming, especially for a wireless
network that is still very much “in the
future.”
Much has been written about the innovations that 5G will bring to cellular communications networks, such as the use of
multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO)
antenna arrays for the advanced beamforming techniques needed to support
large numbers of users within limited
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bandwidths, and the use of millimeterwave frequencies, such as 60 GHz, for
backhaul communications links from one
wireless base station to another.
Perhaps the simplest way to compare
the last several generations of wireless
networks is that 3G was designed to support mobile wireless voice communications. With 4G, data became a larger part
of everyday life, and the network had to
support high-speed voice and data communications for people. With 5G, it will
be voice and data for people and data
for things, many things, requiring higher
capacity and faster data rates.
5G will also be constructed differently
than 4G or 3G or the earlier generations
of wireless communications networks
because of the massive numbers of users,
both people and things. More and smaller
base stations will be needed, with highspeed switching between microcells and
base stations to enable the zero-latency,
high-data-rate communications that is
the promise of all 5G market projections.

But, what of all these claims? For
the companies that offer products
for 5G, where are their customers?
Perhaps the most misleading thing about
5G is the timeframe, since market studies
and trade shows like IMS and EDI-CON are
touting 5G as “the next big thing” in wireless communications when in fact much
research remains to be done.
Globally accepted standards are needed
before 5G networks can be erected and
much work is being done by organizations such as the IEEE to create those
standards, including the use of licensed
and unlicensed frequencies, methods for
achieving coexistence with current wireless standards, including short-distance
devices such as WLANs, or products using
Bluetooth wireless communications. But,
most importantly, practical 5G standards
must enable interoperation with 4G/LTE-A
networks, because that infrastructure and
those devices are not about to go away.
And complete 5G networks will not appear
in the blink of an eye.
In the electronics industry’s enthusiasm
to embrace 5G, it is often forgotten that
none of the earlier wireless generations
appeared overnight. From the earliest 1G
analog AMPS networks, when users lugged
around military-style portable radios, to
the present-day LTE-A networks with their
pocket-sized smart phones that can do
almost anything, years were spent in building the infrastructure for each network generation. And years will be needed to build
5G—once standards have been established.

If you were betting on a horse to
win the early 5G race, here’s what
you might look for.
Along the road to 5G, there’ll be real
needs in terms of designing modular

components like those demonstrated
now by X Microwave, tiny flexible
circuits developed in collaboration
with foundries like Metrigraphics, and
MMICs from advanced suppliers such
as Custom MMIC, that will enable
the rapid research and development
to create those 5G standards. And
to that you’ll need rapid prototyping
tools like machine makers like LPKF. You’ll
also need the software to model them
from guys like AWR/National Instruments,
CST, and Keysight, and the test equipment and cable assemblies to evaluate
them with like the nimble programmable
bench tools from Vaunix, and robust cable
assemblies from San-tron.
With or without standards at present,
certain aspects of 5G can be counted on,
such as the need for short-distance links
at millimeter-wave frequencies. While
the frequency range and bandwidths of
those links may not be set in stone,
the RF/microwave industry is faced with
the inevitable need to quickly develop
and produce millimeter-wave devices and
modules lead by giants such as Smiths
Interconnect and their Millitech and TRAK
Microwave brands. And, they’ll all need
to be thinking about how to cut out
the high cost of hermetic packaging.
Thankfully companies like GVD have you
covered with a new exciting polymer
coating that is passing early road tests
for hermetic-like packaging.
While ‘5G’ may be the latest buzzword
in electronics, it is not here yet, but it
is coming and it is inevitable, given the
sociological dependence that more and
more users have on their smart phones
and, among other things, the advent of
autonomous cars. Consider that until
recently, millimeter-wave electronics were
typically only installed in missiles and
other defense electronics systems. But as
automobile manufacturers learned how to
apply millimeter-wave radar technology
to vehicular safety systems, more and

While ‘5G’ may be the latest
buzzword in electronics,
it is not here yet, but it is coming
and it is inevitable.

more manufacturers of millimeter-wave
components and devices have re-tooled
their business models in key technologies
to become competitive in automotive
technology as well.
The inside scoop from an IEEE Long
Island Symposium, was things like ETS
Lindgren’s EMC test probes and amplifiers
from brands such as Amplifier Research
are becoming prolific for the automotive electronics market. And unlike the
commodity market that IoT and 5G will
no doubt become, popular thinking is
that the automotive market (such as
selling to GM and Toyota) will actually
remain fair in terms of price. There is a
decent market now also for some of the
lower-frequency (28 and 38 GHz) collision
avoidance radars in cars but it will grow
for the 60 and 77 GHz vehicular radar
systems as well.
But, I think the real opportunity will
be in about two years, when autonomous
or driverless cars start gaining traction
and will rely on vehicle-to-vehicle communications (V2V), which will use the cell
network and radios on each car to track
where all the cars are in traffic. But while
I think the RF/microwave industry will
want to gear up for it, I personally don’t
plan to become a test dummy any time
soon. Call me when 8 or 9G hits, GM. I’ll
be looking for a near death experience to
get my blood pumping by then.
For more information on 5G Wireless
from Strand Marketing, go to
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-47

Signal analyzer addresses 5G, wideband test
requirements
MS2850A signal analyzer can
cost efficiently and accurately
evaluate 5G signals with the
800MHz modulation bandwidth
(8 x 100MHz channels) associated with 5G designs. Unit provides analysis bandwidth up to
1GHz, dynamic range and high
flatness performance.
Model MS2850A has a standard analysis bandwidth of 255MHZ that can be extended to
1GHz, to evaluate Tx performance. Unit supports 5G standards currently under development by 3GPP, as well as legacy technologies such as LTE, W-CDMA, TD-SCDMA and GSM.
Both models come with frequency coverage up to 32GHz and 44.5GHz, respectively, each
with the noise figure (NF) and phase noise performance required for 5G testing.
ANRITSU
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-48
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Survey finds tech implementers
not ready to deploy 5G
Report uncovers severe disconnect between market hype
and industry readiness
coming years, this suggests that this vertiIn a recent B2B technology survey that
cal has a specific need for 5G to support
studies 455 U.S.-based companies across
bandwidth-hungry and low latency use
nine verticals, ABI Research finds that
cases, including AR, VR, and robotic appli62% of respondents do not plan to deploy
cations. At the other end of the spectrum,
5G technology in the coming years. The
autonomous driving ranks as the least
report uncovered a severe discord between
popular 5G use case across all verticals.
5G market hype and the commercial indus“Conversely, autonomous driving is the
try’s readiness to deploy the technology,
most hyped use case in the 5G technolwith nearly all respondents who plan to
ogy supply chain,” continues Saadi. “The
one day incorporate 5G technology into
misalignment between demand and supply
their business models citing that they are
planning clearly indicates that 5G technolin the early investigation phase.
ogy vendors need to better communicate
“The hype of 5G is currently driven by
with implementers to ensure that wellthe technology supply chain rather than
informed deciby demand from
sions are being
the end-markets,”
As the 5G roadmap develops,
made to ultimatesays Malik Saadi,
ly fulfill longmanaging direcit is now more imminent than ever
term customer
tor and VP at ABI
for technology suppliers to engage
requirements.”
Research. “All indiVirtual realwith implementers.
cators lead us to
ity (VR) ranks as
believe that 5G will
the most popular
take hold in the
use case for 5G
consumer market
across all market segments, with 89% of
before it claims its stake in the enterrespondents who plan to deploy 5G in
prise and industrial sectors. As the 5G
the coming years also planning to deploy
roadmap develops, it is now more immiVR. Robotics also ranks high in use case
nent than ever for technology suppliers
popularity but remains largely ignored by
to engage with implementers—under5G vendors due to technology complexities
stand their requirements, educate them
and several regulatory and socioeconomic
on the value of 5G, and help bring their
challenges facing this industry.
specific use case needs to life.”
“5G technology suppliers are currently
Survey findings indicate that the retail
working in a vacuum, often denigrating
vertical shows the most aggressive outthe rights of technology implementers to
look in its willingness to adopt 5G techinfluence the 5G development roadmap,”
nology. With 51% of retail respondents
concludes Saadi.
assessing or planning to deploy 5G in the

Quebec unveils first LoRaWAN network
X-TELIA launched the first Quebec network entirely dedicated to connected things.
Using Semtech Corp’s LoRa devices and wireless RF technology (LoRa Technology) and
the LoRaWAN open communication protocol offered by the LoRa Alliance, the X-TELIA
network is the latest project by Quebec entrepreneur Eric Bourbeau.
This network is specifically designed for the Internet of Things (IoT) and will provide
the infrastructure necessary for the development of industries that require highly secure,
low-power, long-range, and low-cost connectivity.
“Our main goal is to provide Quebec with a new world-class telecommunications network that will allow cities and industries to join in the Internet of Things revolution.
By adopting the LoRaWAN open standard, our customers’ sensors and applications will
be compatible with our network and with a rapidly growing rich global ecosystem,” says
Bourbeau, co-founder and CEO of X-TELIA.

Test solution ensures accurate 5G planning models
Nemo Outdoor field test solution, combined with
FieldFox handheld RF and microwave analyzers, enables
mobile operators and network vendors to measure 5G
radio propagation and coverage. Solution uses the
Nemo Outdoor analytics tools to provide capabilities for
visualizing and post-processing data, enabling network
equipment manufacturers and mobile operators to evaluate and verify 5G base station propagation models for
indicating 5G cellular coverage levels. Mobile operators
require extensive measurements and research to gather
information about cellular mm-wave propagation in
different radio environments—indoor and in the field.
KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-49

TCXO and VCTCXO come in miniature SMD package
JT22P TCXO and JT22PV VCTCXO series of temperature compensated high stability oscillators
provide a frequency stability of ±1.0ppm and
come in a frequency range from 8.0MHz to
52.0MHz and starting at 1.8V.
Version JT22PV can be tuned by ±8.0ppm min.
using an external voltage. Due to the high frequency stability down to ±1.0ppm. The JT22P(V)
series fulfils very high requirements and is specially designed for ZigBee, Bluetooth and other
wireless applications. Devices combine improved frequency stability with a clipped sine
output, that enables a very low power consumption.
JAUNCH QUARTZ
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-50
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Thousands catch the 5G wave at IMS2017
Industry leaders converge to showcase the latest advances in
RF, microwave, and wireless technologies
The IEEE MTT-S International Microwave
Symposium (IMS) marked its 60th anniversary this past June at the Hawaii
Convention Center. IMS, the annual flagship conference and exhibition of the
IEEE Microwave Theory and Techniques
Society (MTT-S), welcomed thousands of
attendees involved in emerging RF, microwave, and wireless technologies.
IMS featured more than 450 exhibitors
from around the world debuting the latest advances in wireless communications,
wearable electronics, defense, aerospace,
medical applications, and more.
“This year’s conference incorporated
new innovations highlighting the exciting
developments in the RF and microwave
industry, providing an enriching experience for the technical community,” says
Monte Watanabe, IMS2017 general vice
chair of marketing and publications. “This
collaboration and exchange of ideas can
make 5G and the Internet of Things a
universal reality, translating into growth
and opportunities for the industry.”
The innovations presented at the

Symposium are the foundation for nextgeneration technologies for industries
such as the Internet of Things, machine
learning, multi-gigabit/low-latency data
transmission, and virtual/augmented
reality. “IMS is the nexus of research and
industry in the RF and microwave space,
and products available in the exhibit hall
enable the realization of these advanced
technologies,” adds Kevin Miyashiro,
IMS2017 general co-chair.
“Focusing on 5G at IMS2017 is a natural fit as Hawaii is home to a significant
milestone in wireless technology,” said
Wayne Shiroma, IMS2017 general chair.
“In 1971, researchers at the University of
Hawaii unveiled the pioneering computer networking system called ALOHAnet,
becoming the first to connect computers
via radio communications and introducing
the computing world to random access
protocols. Today, this random access
technology is everywhere – in Wi-Fi,
mobile phones, Ethernet, and cable, and
continues to evolve as a result of the
research presented at IMS2017.”

RF analysis software identifies interference sources
on the ground
OBSAI RF Analyzer software addresses the
emerging test requirements associated with 4G
base stations by expanding the measurement
capability of its handheld analyzers. Software
assists in solving interference and PIM issues
by identifying interference sources on the radio
uplink from the ground, thereby lowering OpEx
(Operational Expense) by reducing the use of
tower climbing crews. The new OBSAI Analyzer
allows users to conduct RF-based measurements
over a fiber optic link to locate interference affecting an RF module (RFM) by tapping
into the fiber link between the RFM and baseband module (BBM). The Anritsu handheld
instruments will decode the OBSAI protocol IQ data and convert it to RF data.
ANRITSU
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-51

Bluetooth smart module is FCC-certified
AMB2621 Bluetooth Smart module is certified for the
Canadian and US markets (Code of Federal Regulations,
Title 47, Telecommunication Part 15 - Radio Frequency
Devices). The certifications assure that personal safety
is not at risk, good immunity against electromagnetic
interference exists and that the radio spectrum is used
efficiently. This allows OEMs to bring their devices to
market quicker and without their own FCC certification
with the aid of the Bluetooth solution. The 2.4 GHz
BLE radio module has dimensions of 11 x 8 x 1.8 mm
and is compliant with the Bluetooth Smart 4.2 Standard and comes with or without an
integrated antenna.
AMBER WIRELESS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-52

Low-profile antennas adhere to metal surfaces
REFLECTOR series Zenon (part number SR4W030) family of
low-profile antennas operate without de-tuning on metal
surfaces – or where the product housing is mainly metal – a
situation where it is normally extremely difficult for an antenna
to operate. Products are formed of two layers, one electrically
isolated from the other, so as to provide RF shielding to the
second layer. This means that the antenna can be placed on
any kind of material and it will radiate effectively in the direction pointing away from the base material.
ANTENOVA
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-53

SMA test probes solve M2M testing
Amphenol RF coaxial cable assemblies with SMA test
probes is suitable for RF module test applications. The
configuration boosts performance 0.047 and 0.085-inch
diameter hand formable semi-rigid cables. The cable assemblies comprise a gold plated,
precision machined brass body, a gold-plated beryllium copper contact and PTFE insulator. Products were developed with the trusted SMA Jack interface and can perform at a
frequency range of dc to 18GHz.
AMPHENOL RF
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-54
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Metal key-pad dome switches are snap action
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Pole kits extend enclosure
mounting options

Keystone Snap action ‘Key-Pad’ dome contact switches provide a momentary contact for printed circuit
boards, flex circuits, membrane switches and discrete
switches. Manufactured from Nickel-plated stainless
steel and equipped with a four-legged shape, devices
provide enhanced durability, reliability and versatility
while maintaining tactile feel for single or doublesided pcbs, flex circuits and membrane switch panels.
Products come in in mini (.331” dia), compact (.394”
dia) and maxi (.480” dia) styles with trip forces from
7.8 oz. to 14.8 oz.
EMX ENTERPRISES

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-55

UK Class II power cord, cord set
are customizable
United Kingdom Class II power cord (part #86243010) and cord
set (part #86243030) is manufactured in firm’s Iowa, U.S.A. facility, expanding the
current line of customizable international products. Two
standard assemblies
include a UK Class
II power cord and
a UK Class II cord
set. Custom options
include lengths and color. The assemblies
utilize a BS 1363/A plug on 0.75mm2
H05VV-F cable. The cord set has an IEC
60320 C7 connector.
INTERPOWER

Pole Mounting Kit comes in five sizes and
enables three sealed enclosure families to
be attached to round, square or rectangular
poles with diameters from 38 to 381mm. The
corrosion resistant stainless steel kits reduce
installation time and secure the enclosure
against twisting once installed. The initial
range of kits are sized to fit the 1554/1555
IP67 ABS and polycarbonate range, the 1590Z
IP66 heavy duty die-cast aluminium family
and the 1590ZGRP IP65 glass reinforced polyester range. Kits enable a total of 93 different
sizes and styles across the three families to be
pole mounted. Each kit consists of two brackets, two clamps and mounting hardware, all in
stainless steel.
HAMMOND
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-59

2017 Series
of Regional High-Tech
Electronics shows

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-56

Newly designed rocker
switches come in many
colours
KR and KL rocker switches are
newly designed
in a large selection of colors
and markings,
extreme robustness and high ratings.
Products are now available with 20A
12Vdc rating (6.35 quick-connect terminals only) and can be connected
directly to monitor a vehicle’s functions (illumination, motor). Devices
can now be sealed up to IP69K due to
a new silicone gasket surrounding the
switch frame and covering the housing top. Products provide an elastomer
membrane, so that the actuator no
longer moves, but deforms only, protecting against dust.
APEM
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-57

QUEBEC CITY
September 26 • 10am-4pm
Hotel Plaza Quebec

OTTAWA
October 31 • 10am-4pm
Brookstreet Hotel

MISSISSAUGA
November 2 • 10am-4pm
Mississauga Convention Centre

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-58
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• Wearable Technology
• Printable Electronics
• 3D Printing
• Internet of Things
• Test & Measurement
• Product Development/Manufacturing

PLAN to attend if you are an:
• Engineer • Designer • Technician • Purchaser
• Technical & Senior Management
... or are involved with electronics

SEE thousands of leading-edge
products & services on display:
• Passives • Switches • Wire & Cable • ICs
• Test Equipment • Relays • Tools • Electronic
Components • Industrial Electronics
• Peripherals • Hardware • Data Acquisition
• RoHS Compliant Products • E-Commerce •
CAE/CAD Systems • Semiconductors
• Connectors • Batteries • Sensors • Chemicals
... and many more

Quality assurance
system optional for wire
crimping machines
WireCam optional quality assurance
system for firm’s CrimpCenters monitors the stripping
results and certain properties of
positioned seals.
A camera takes a
picture of the processed wire end,
while the wire is
in motion, or ‘onthe-fly’. Based on
a two-dimensional
top view picture, the software inspects
each single wire end and compares it with
the reference in real time. Production
quality is increased while maintaining
high machine performance.
SCHLEUNIGER

LEARN more about products
related to:

Attendee registration:

www.ept.ca/eptech/
Show Hours:
10am-4pm
FREE Registration!
Free Parking!

Seminar information at:
www.ept.ca/eptech-seminars/
To exhibit, contact: eptech@ept.ca
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Wearable Tech & Sensors

New design improves

performance of flexible wearable electronics
By Mick Kulikowski, North Carolina State University

In a proof-of-concept study, North
Carolina State University engineers have
designed a flexible thermoelectric energy
harvester that has the potential to rival
the effectiveness of existing power wearable electronic devices using body heat
as the only source of energy.
Wearable devices used to monitor a
variety of health and environmental measures are becoming increasingly popular.
The performance and efficiency of flexible
devices, however, pale in comparison to
rigid devices, which have been superior
in their ability to convert body heat into
usable energy.
Liquid metal
in the flexible
thermoelectric
device allows for
self-healing. Rigid
devices do not have
the ability to heal
themselves.
Photo courtesy of
Mehmet Ozturk, NC
State University.

NC State’s thermoelectric harvester has the material quality
of rigid devices inside a flexible package. Photo courtesy of
Mehmet Ozturk, NC State University.

“We wanted to design a flexible thermoelectric harvester that does not compromise on the material quality of rigid
devices yet provides similar or better
efficiency,” said Mehmet Ozturk, a professor of electrical and computer engineering at NC State and corresponding author
of a paper describing the work. “Using
rigid devices is not the best option when

you consider a number of different factors.” Ozturk mentioned superior contact
resistance – or skin contact – with flexible devices, as well as the ergonomic
and comfort considerations to the device
wearer.
Ozturk said that he and colleagues
Michael Dickey and Daryoosh Vashaee
wanted to utilize the best thermoelec-

tric materials used in rigid devices in a
flexible package, so that manufacturers
wouldn’t need to develop new materials
when creating flexible devices.
Ozturk said one of the key challenges
of a flexible harvester is to connect thermoelectric elements in series using reliable, low-resistivity interconnects. “We
use a liquid metal of gallium and indium
– a common, non-toxic alloy called EGaIn
– to connect the thermoelectric ‘legs,’”
Ozturk said. “The electric resistance of
these connections is very low, which
is critical since the generated power is
inversely proportional to the resistance:
Low resistance means more power.
“Using liquid metal also adds a selfhealing function: If a connection is
broken, the liquid metal will reconnect to
make the device work efficiently again.
Rigid devices are not able to heal themselves,” Ozturk added.
Ozturk said future work will focus on
improving the efficiencies of these flexible
devices, by using materials and techniques
to further eliminate parasitic resistances.

The road to fully flexible consumer electronics
and the role of flexible encapsulation
By Dr Harry Zervos, principal analyst, IDTechEx

Flexible consumer electronic devices
are now a reality, and as forecasted by
IDTechEx in the launch of the first ever
market research report on the topic of
barrier films for electronics almost 10
years ago, innovation in encapsulation
was one of the critical requirements that
needed to be met in order to realize commercially viable consumer products.
Today, challenges of previous years are
giving their place to new ones, being an
integral part of bringing innovation to
market. It is forecasted that the market for flexible encapsulation will reach
approximately $913 million by 2027. By
now, the discussion has moved on from
“when are we going to see the first flexible display?” to “Should I integrate the
deposition of barrier layers in my manufacturing process or identify a barrier film
supplier?”
The answer to the latter is, it seems,
very application specific.

Barrier film or TFE?
Quantum dot (QD) backlit LCDs are a
great example of a new technology being
launched into the market with a barrier
film as part of its componentry. There’s
a level of skepticism on what type of
barrier film is required in a quantum
dot enhancement film for instance, in
order to protect the dots from moisture
ingress, and that has led to a slower than
expected initial growth.
Suppliers of barrier film and display
manufacturers are trying to find a balance between water vapor transmission
rate requirements, price points, and decisions on whether cadmium toxicity will
be a major drawback in the long run.
Nanoco’s work with Samsung seems to
have answered the question for the Korean
electronics giant that’s moved towards
cadmium free quantum dot solutions.
Enabling fully flexible OLED displays

is also a key target for Samsung, as well
as for LG and most every other developer
of OLED technology worldwide, and moving from current generations of devices
-which start with a flexible display but
end up in a rigid final product- to fully
flexible, bendable, and foldable form factors is the endgame. Display manufacturers choose the integrated approach of
thin film encapsulation (TFE) in line with
the display manufacturing process in this
case, rather than the use of a barrier film
bonded onto the display with an adhesive.
Of course, in order to achieve these
fully flexible end products, additional
challenges such as alignment issues, flexibility of the rest of the components in
the complete portable device etc. must
also be addressed. From a barrier perspective, the key challenge is to make encapsulation even better than it is today, with
a reduced thickness profile. Atomic layer
depositions seems to hold some of the
answers to this challenge.

Emergence of Atomic Layer
Deposition (ALD)
The latest news from technology developers and tool suppliers are showing a
surge of interest in ALD, for the superior
quality of deposited inorganic layer in the
barrier stack that can be achieved, that’s
practically defect-free, and in addition
at a reduced thickness. Lower thickness
allows for higher flexibility when compared to inorganic layers of higher thickness produced via PE-CVD for instance, the
workhorse in barrier film manufacturing to
date. We are now seeing companies like LG
working with Jusung Engineering as their
tool suppliers, bringing their proprietary
hybrid PE-CVD/ ALD tool into the game,
thus benefiting from the higher speed of
PE-CVD and the excellent quality of an ALD
layer into the overall deposited stack.
For more information on flexible
electronics from IDTechEx,
go to http://ept.hotims.com/65989-60

Top-actuated switches are low profile for portable
electronics

Bluetooth 5 SoC serves wide range
of wearable applications

KXT3 series switches are low profile, reliable and
long-lasting suitable for next gen portable electronic
designs. The central location of the device’s soldering
pads gains space on the pcb or the FPC – all while
staying within the switch width, meaning that designers can shrink the product or have additional space to
work with. Product series has a laser-welded top film for
water and dust ingress and are available in four actuation forces, ranging from 1 to 3.3 N.
C&K

nRF52810 Bluetooth low energy SoCs provides the key performance benefits of Bluetooth 5 to wearable applications.
Device provides 2x the data bandwidth (2Mbps) compared
with the Bluetooth low energy implementation of Bluetooth
4.2; and 8x the broadcasting ability. Device is a ‘subset’
device of firm’s high-performance nRF52 Series, using 100dBm link budget 2.4GHz multiprotocol radio and has a 64MHz, 32-bit ARM Cortex M4 MCU. Device comes in either
a 6x6mm 48-pin QFN package with 32 GPIOs, or a 5x5mm 32-pin QFN with 16 GPIOs.
NORDIC SEMICONDUCTOR

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-61
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Power connectors boost linear current density

Diecast enclosures product Line is customizable

Eclipse hybrid power & signal connectors
deliver high degree of linear current density,
which is achieved by product’s copper alloys
that are low in resistance and firm’s precision
machining process. Device’s female contact
geometry enhances normal force against the
male contact. Although machined contacts
are fundamental to product’s power density,
machining is not required for the signal contact cluster. Designed with modular design
and low profile of 11mm, devices provide a minimum of 250 mating cycles.
POSITRONIC

Hammond
Manufacturing’s
Customizable Diecast Enclosures
line can be customized in three
days or less, with no minimum
order. Product offering utilizes
aluminum diecast enclosures,
allowing engineers and designers to achieve the durability and
protection of a CNC machined
device, without the usual cost
of machining an enclosure from scratch. Enclosure styles Watertight Light Duty and
Watertight Heavy Duty protect against both water and dust, meeting applicable IP65
and NEMA 4X standards. Available in a variety of styles and sizes, customizations include
custom cutouts, pockets, grooves and chamfers via firm’s CNC machining and router
capabilities, along with chem-film conversion coating for corrosion resistance, increased
durability and electrical conductivity. Products can then be finished with powdercoat
painting, as well as labelling and branding.
PROTOCASE

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-63

Industrial LED lighting boosts
visibility in control cabinets
WIL industrial LED lighting solution improves
visibility for maintenance work in a range of applications that include standard industrial control
cabinets and field applications. Product comes
with an IP67 aluminum housing and can withstand
harsh environmental conditions while delivering a
space-saving and effective lighting solution in the
cabinet or on the machine. Product includes an LED arrangement in a robust and compact
8mm-deep housing, while the 20-degree angle of the LEDs provide an ultra-wide light
cone that can illuminate a broad area. The LEDs have a light color of 6500K– similar to
daylight– with a low power consumption of only 420mA and 24Vdc operating voltage.
WEIDMULLER

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-69

Push-pull connector provides outershell design
S series push-pull system connector range includes an outershell design using firm’s ‘chocolate bar’ shape. Product uses
the S series half-moon inserts and is fully compatible with the
existing S series sockets on the market. Both straight plug
and free socket use the collet of the B series, thus offering a
slightly different cable range than the existing S series.
LEMO
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-70

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-64

MSO delivers 4, 6, or 8 channels with HD capacitive
touch display
5 Series MSO mixed signal oscilloscope provides
FlexChannel technology that allows 4, 6 or 8 analog
channels and up to 64 digital channels, integrated
protocol analysis and signal generator, a new 12-bit
signal acquisition system, a massive high-definition capacitive touch display and a
highly intuitive Direct Access user interface improving flexibility.
TEKTRONIX
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-65

Customizable thermoelectric assemblies serve
optical communications market
ATCTM (Active Transceiver Cooler) Series of customizable thermoelectric assemblies (TEAs) provide
thermal management in small form-factor pluggable
(SFP) transceivers, serving the optical communications market. Each unit contains a temperature sensitive laser diode and the ability to transmit data at
higher speeds depends on keeping the temperature
typically below 70°C. Product removes heat from the optical module to maintain peak
performance and minimize loss in packets of information. Products have been optimized
to remove heat from three types of transceivers: SFP, XFP and QSFP.
LAIRD
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-66

Triaxial MEMS variable capacitive
accelerometers are plug-and-play
Silicon Designs Triaxial MEMS variable capacitive accelerometers
are low-cost, integrated plug-and-play devices for zero-tomedium frequency commercial, industrial and test and measurement applications. Typical applications for SDI triaxial accelerometers include inertial
measurements, robotics, seismic studies, crash event detection, missile launches, downhole vibration, automotive testing, motorsport, shipping container monitoring, airplane
flutter testing, turbine engine precession and structural integrity monitoring.
X TRONICS
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-67

Laser modules deliver high-peak optical power
LCW/SCW Series of high-power laser modules
provide high-peak optical power (pulsed) up
to 200mW@1000mA and continuous-wave (CW)
optical power up to 75mW to meet the demanding performance requirements of the optical test
equipment market. Devices come in a variety of
wavelength options including 1310nm, 1490nm,
1550nm, 1625nm, and 1650nm. Available in
single-mode or multi-mode fiber options, the hermetically-sealed, laser-welded devices can include
thermoelectric coolers (TECs) and temperaturesensing thermistors, plus back-facet monitors. The family of products is offered in several
housings: 14-pin butterfly package, 14-pin dual, in-line (DIP) package, coaxial packaging, and standard TO56 cans. Custom packaging is also available.
OSI LASER DIODE

Solid state SMD fuse serves demanding applications
High Current Fuse (HCF) robust SMD fuse utilizes solid state,
thin film technology and delivers a fast reacting breaking
capacity rated 1000A at 125Vac/ 125Vdc, over a current range
of 5A to 15A. Device is suitable for harsh applications, where
the reliable interrupt of high currents is critical. The temperature range for the device is from -50°C to 125°C, as well
as a vibration resistance tested up to 1600g. In contrast to
conventional fuses with a melting wire, device has a metallic
thin film layer, which is applied in conjunction with a socalled sputter. The two form on a glass substrate in an exact
micrometer thickness. The resulting fuse element is enclosed with a ceramic housing,
that guarantees the necessary stability and interrupt capacity.
SCHURTER
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-71

24th Annual
Electronics Industry
The

GOLF TOURNAMENT
in support of

Thank You
• Anixter

... to all the sponsors

• CSC/Artaflex
• ebm-Papst
• Electro Sonic
• EP&T Magazine
• EPTECH Shows
• GAP Wireless
• Hammond
• Schleuniger
• Tech-Trek
• Testforce Systems
• X Tronics

Through sponsorships and day-of contributors,
the tournament raised $9,890
for the Children’s Wish Foundation.
Thank you for your support!
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New Ka Shield Rack Cabinet Blocks Signals
Up To 40 GHz For Positive EMI/RFI Protection

|

product source feature

Robust RJ45 modules for
industrial applications

Equipto Electronics New "Ka Shield"
Rack Enclosure far exceeds the
toughest standard for EMI/RFI defense,
with performance certified to 40GHz...
TEMPEST requirement NSA 94-106;
Custom sized; Front, rear or combination front/rear doors or panels; Line
filters/wave guides; Honeycomb air
filters • Many options; RoHS Compliant.

Robust RJ45 module for DIN rail
mounting or integration into existing
panel mounting frames. The socket
modules are suitable for use as coupler modules
between two RJ45 connectors as well as for direct
connection of solid and stranded conductors (AWG26
... 24). All versions are suitable for 10GBASE-T applications, thereby enabling data rates of up to 10 Gbps.
PHOENIX CONTACT
www.phoenixcontact.ca

EQUIPTO ELECTRONICS
www.equiptoelec.com

Tel: 800-890-2820 • cdinfo@phoenixcontact.ca

Tel: 800.204.RACK (7225) • sales@equiptoelec.com
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-9

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-10

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-11

Test solutions include 400G
compliance for OIF-CEI-56G VSR/
MR/LR PAM4 standards

PLTR Series Rigid Light Pipes

PAM4 test solutions to include comprehensive 400G
electrical compliance testing for OIF-CEI-56G VSR/MR/
LR PAM4 standards. The 400G-TXE software package
runs on firmís DPO70000SX real-time oscilloscopes, a
lineup of models which go up to 70GHz in bandwidth.

IP67 Rated Protection
Wide-Range of Applications
3mm & 5mm Lenses
www.bivar.com
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-12

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-13
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Drum core inductors boost energy, lower DCR
PM-R Series high-performance drum core inductors for EMI filtering and
switch mode power supply applications are available in two dozen models with
inductance values from 100 to 10,000µH. Devices provide low dc resistance
(DCR), providing low temperature rise at high peak currents. Available in two
series, PM-R2 (7.5mm, dia. x 10.0 high, max) and PM-R3 (9.5mm, dia. x 11.5
high, max), each provides a range of 100µH to 10mH. Both series are available
with sleeving (+125°C); and without sleeving (+155°C). Standard operating
temperature range is -40C to 130C, with higher temperatures available.
PREMIER MAGNETICS

The automated turnkey solution performs PAM4 compliance test sweeps in a single pass for shorter test
times, more reliable and repeatable results and greater
ease of use. The use of PAM4 encoding doubles the
data rate of serial data channels compared to NRZ
(non-return to zero).
TEKTRONIX

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-72

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-73

Panel mount data readers suit
harsh environments

SOT jumpers eliminate pcb
re-design headaches

Panel mount data
readers suitable for
harsh environments are
now available in SIM
and Micro-SIM formats, as well as custom cable assemblies.
The expanded family of
data readers comes in
anodized aluminum or
nickel-plated brass and
provides easy access for
data transfer, while maintaining the water tight integrity
of critical electronics.
US GRANT TECHNOLOGIES

SOT23 SOT Jumper components
are a low-cost way to short out
(jumper) printed circuit board
(pcb0 circuitry without the need
to redesign or spin a whole new
board. Devices short-out specific
pins together with less than 50
milli-ohms resistance. Devices mount on the pcb using
normal SAC305 lead free solder paste, just as regular components. Devices withstand 75Vdc at 100mA with 350mW
power dissipation. Products operate at a temperature
range from -65°C to +150°C. Standard and halogen free
versions are available and versions with up to 8 shorted
pins are available.
TOPLINE

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-74

http://ept.hotims.com/65989-75
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Nanocoating protects semis, component packaging
CircuitShield anti-corrosion, waterproofing and reliability enhancement technology delivers a
sustainable, streamlined and cost-effective protective solution for semiconductor devices, printed
circuit boards and other electronic components. Product provides a permanent, water and corrosion-resistant defence
for the device level, extending the life of the devices without taking up any measurable space. The technology uses a
special chemical plasma coating that replaces more traditional, expensive encapsulants and coatings with a process that
improves all aspects of component protection.
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Need It Now?

We’re Ready For You
Hammond Manufacturing is a leading sup-

plier of enclosures, transformers and datacommunications infrastructure with stocking distributors across
the globe. Plus with over 10,000 products in stock in
our massive distribution center, we have what you need
when you need it now.
Call your favorite authorized Hammond distributor for
fast service.

Hammond Manufacturing
394 Edinburgh Rd North
Guelph, Ontario, N1H 1E5
Canada
Phone: (519) 822-2960

www.hammondmfg.com
http://ept.hotims.com/65989-14
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Your Source for
Automation
& Control

Over 3.5 million automation, electromechanical,
cabling, and interconnect products
from 300+ manufacturers.

thinkallied.com

•1.800.433.5700
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